
P5 Daily Literacy Work – Friday Week Beginning  08.06.20 

 

This week’s spelling words: 

L.I. We are learning to spell our words correctly. 

Mild Spicy Hot 

ensure  censure  leisure  

insure  measure  enclosure  

unsure  pressure  composure  

assure  reassure  reassuringly  

future  enclosure  displeasure  

nature  pleasure  expenditure  

picture  structure  temperature  

culture  feature  agriculture  

mixture  furniture  literature   

venture  creature  architecture  

capture  gesture  manufacture  

mature  departure  infrastructure  

fixture  lecture  legislature  

nurture  adventure  immature  

 fracture   

 moisture    

 

 

Activities for Spelling Words above: 

1. Choose which level of words you are going to work on this week, Mild/Spicy/Hot. For each word Look, Say, 

Cover, Write, Check. Make sure you do not peep at the words before you check that you have spelled them 

correctly.  

2. Once you have written your words into your home learning jotter, now dot-dash them. 

3. Find the definition of 3 words above and write them into your jotter. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Common Words Spelling Activity  

In your home learning pack, you should have a copy of your common 

word list and the planet level you are working on. Please do not move 

onto the next level/planet word list until the next week even if you can 

spell the words 100% correctly. Common word lists should change at your 

own pace and you should keep practising the common words using the 

weekly common words spelling activity until you are able to write them 

with 100% accuracy. If you can spell the words correctly you could move 

onto a new set of words each week.  

Scrabble! 

• Write out your common words at the side 

of each word in your common word 

spelling booklet. 

• On a separate piece of paper, write out 

your common words once again in a list. 

• Make sure you have spelled the words 

correctly; checking them against your 

common word list. 

• Using the scrabble tiles on the left, add 

together the scrabble tiles to see how 

many points each common word would 

score in a game of scrabble. Have fun! 


